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The current procedure, method and criteria of awarding these highestNational civilian awards is vague, wide-worded and amenable tomisuse, affecting the significance, relevance and credibility of theseawards which has been proved once again when Dr CNR Rao, scientisthas been awarded Bharat Ratna despite having no worthy scientificcontribution vis-à-vis many other truly great names in science, as beingpresented in the PIL, having presented an impossibly large number ofresearch papers and having very specific charges of plagiarism againsthim and his having also accepted and apologized for one of thesecharges. Plagiarism is a very serious charge against any academicperson and if large number of such charges have been made and alsoaccepted in one specific case, then such a person is definitely not fit toget the highest award of India, Bharat Ratna.Hence, this Writ Petition.
Lucknow Tanaya ThakurDated- 03/12/2013 Petitioner in Person# 94155-34525



In the Hon’ble High Court of Judicature at Allahabad, Lucknow Bench,LucknowWrit petition No- of 2013 (M/B-Civil)(PIL)

1. Tanaya Thakur aged more than 18 years, d/o Sri Amitabh Thakurr/o 5/426, Viram Khand, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow2. Aditya Thakur, aged about 15 years, s/o Sri Amitabh Thakur r/o5/426, Viram Khand, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow-------- PetitionersVersus1. Union of India through Principal Secretary to the Hon’blePresident of India, New Delhi2. Union of India through Principal Secretary to the Prime Minister,Government of India, New Delhi3. Dr CNR Rao, CSIR Centre for Excellence in Chemistry, JawaharlalNehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research Jakkur P.O.Bangalore 560 064----------- RespondentsWrit Petition under Article 226 of the Constitution of IndiaTo,The Hon’ble Chief Justice and His other Hon’ble companion Judges of theaforesaid Court:The humble petition of the above named petitioner most respectfullybegs to submit as under:



1. That by means of this petition, the petitioners are invoking theextra ordinary jurisdiction of this Hon’ble Court vested with itthrough Article 226 of the Constitution to file this Public InterestLitigation (PIL, for short) to kindly quash the Bharat Ratnaawarded to Dr Chintamani Nagesa Ramachandra Rao (in short, DrCNR Rao), an Indian scientist who has many proven charges ofscientific misconduct and plagiarism against him, in one of whichhe has even formally apologized, has such an astonishing andabnormally large number of research publications in his namethat is impossible to be truthfully done and such a large number ofresearch publications could have been produced only through useof the research work of others by merely putting his name and isalso less deserving for our country’s highest civilian honour ascompared to other Indian scientists past and present, for thereasons stated herein, and for being opposed to the orders of theHon’ble Supreme Court in Balaji Raghavan & S.P. Anand VersusUnion of India reported in (1996) 1 SCC 361.The petitioners declares that they have not filed any Writ Petitionin this case though their parents Sri Amitabh Thakur and DrNutan Thakur have filed a Writ Petition No 10942 of 2013 (PIL-Civil) to issue a writ of certiorari quashing the Bharat Ratnarecently awarded to Sri Sachin Tendulkar for reasons explainedthere, along with certain other prayers, which this Hon’ble Courtheard the PIL on 25/11/2013 and the order was reserved, whichhas not been announced so far. The two petitioners declare thatthey have not filed any other Writ petition before the Hon’bleSupreme Court and this Hon’ble Court either at Allahabad or itsLucknow bench pertaining to the subject matter and/ or for therelief prayed for in the instant writ petition. It is further declaredthat in respect of the same subject, no caveat notice has beenreceived by the petitioner. As far as they know there is noauthoritative pronouncement by the Hon’ble Supreme Court orthis Hon’ble High Court on the specific issue raised here.



2. That the Petitioners state that the Petitioners are young, energeticand responsible citizens of India. They are socially conscious ofthe duties and responsibilities they owe towards the nation. ThePetitioners state that in pursuance of Rule 1, subrule (3A) ofChapter XXII of the Allahabad High Court Rules 1952, they shall bepresenting all the relevant facts related with themselves, theirparticulars, their past works, their concerns and their credentialsetc. Petitioner No 1 is a student of Second Year, Law at ChanakyaNational Law University, Patna. She is also concerned with varioussocial issues and has previously spearheaded a movement, alongwith her brother, petitioner No 2, against Sri Nirmal Baba againstwhom they filed an FIR after the intervention of the learned ChiefJudicial Magistrate, Lucknow. Petitioner No 2 is a student of Class-XII at Lucknow and he also intends to study law in future. He isspecially inclined towards fighting the evil of superstition andfalse religious cheatings. The Petitioners declare that the presentPetition is being filed by way of public interest litigation and thePetitioners do not have any personal gains or interest of any kindin the matter. Thus, though young, the petitioners are deeplyconcerned with things around them and are always willing tocontribute to it.It is also stated on oath that the entire litigation costs, including allcharges are being borne by the Petitioners only. The Petitionersstate that a thorough research has been conducted in the matterraised in the Petition. As far as the Petitioners are aware there isno authoritative pronouncement by the Hon’ble Supreme Court orthis Hon’ble High Court on the specific issue raised here.The Petitioners put it on oath that they are not filing this PIL withany ulterior motive save and except as stated hereinabove norhave they received any compensation through any backdooractivity while filing this PIL. They further state on oath that theyhave no personal or private interest in the matter. The Petitionersfurther put it on oath that the result of the Litigation will not lead



to any undue gain to them or anyone associated with them or anyundue loss to any person, body of persons or to the State. Theyalso state that they have nothing personal against Dr CNR Rao andthey are filing this PIL only because they feel that the law of theland has been violated while providing the Bharat Ratna to aperson who has already been accused and has admitted the crimeof plagiarism.3. That this is a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) being filed as regardsBharat Ratna awarded to Dr CNR Rao, despite extremely seriousallegations of plagiarism made on him and finally proved and evenaccepted by him, having much lesser scientific contribution thanmany other Indian scientists being mentioned here in details andhaving much a large number of research papers to his creditwhich is physically impossible.4. That the petitioners make it amply clear that their objective hereis not to malign any particular individual or administrativeauthority, including Sri Rao. The purpose is also not to harm theinterests of any of the individuals related or involved with theprocess of Bharat Ratna. The sole purpose of filing this PIL is tomake Bharat Ratna truly synonymous to its name and to annul thehighest award of this land being given to a person being accusedand having accepted the sin of plagiarism. The recognition ofBharat Ratna is a matter associated with ultimate service to theNation and hence this is a matter that comes under the realm ofPublic Interest Litigation (PIL) because the matter is associatedwith the entire Nation and the petitioners have no personal gainfrom this. At the same time, this is a PIL because it is a concern ofthe entire Nation and has its ramifications in so many ways overthe psyche of the entire Nation. Bharat ratna is the highest awardof this land and any person who is awarded Bharat Ratnabecomes the ultimate role model and symbol of excellence andachievement for the Nation. Hence a matter related with why and



how a person has been given this award is definitely and certainlya matter of Public interest and comes under the realm of PIL.5. The Petitioners state that the citation issued from the office of theHon'ble Prime Minister in awarding the Bharat Ratna to Dr. CNRRao reads as- "Prof. C.N.R. Rao is an eminent scientist and a wellrecognized international authority on solid state and materialschemistry.  He has published over 1,400 research papers and 45books.  Prof. Rao's contributions have been recognized by mostmajor scientific academies around the world through confermentof memberships and fellowships.  He has been honoured withseveral national and international awards."6. That the Petitioners state the following facts are relevant forconsideration of this  Petition by this Hon'ble Court--(a) Soon after India achieved independence, there wasconsiderable shortage of food and India went across the worldwith a begging bowl. The wheat supplied by the USA under thePL-480 plan is a shameful glaring example of this fact. ButIndian scientists worked diligently and today we have surplusfood grains. It was the Green Revolution under the leadershipDr. M.S. Swaminathan- now 88 years old living legend of Indianagriculture. He is known as the "Father of the Green Revolutionin India," for his leadership and success in introducing andfurther developing high-yielding varieties of wheat in India. In1999, Time magazine placed him in the 'Time 20' list of mostinfluential Asian people of the 20th century(b) Dr. Verghese Kurein who died just a year ago in September2012, known as the "Father of White Revolution", broughtIndia from a milk deficient country to be today the largest milkproducing nation of the world even surpassing the UnitedStates of America in as back as in 1988 and is well respectedfor his 'billion-litre idea' (Operation Flood) — the world'sbiggest agricultural development programme. The operationtook India from being a milk-deficient nation, to the largest



milk producer in the world, surpassing the United States ofAmerica in 1998, with about 17 percent of global output in2010–11, which in 30 years doubled the milk available to everyperson,. Dairy farming became India’s largest self-sustainingindustry. He made the country self-sufficient in edible oils toolater on, taking head-on the powerful and entrenched oilsupplying lobby. He founded around 30 institutions ofexcellence (like AMUL, GCMMF, IRMA, NDDB) which areowned, managed by farmers and run by professionals. As thefounding chairman of the Gujarat Co-operative Milk MarketingFederation (GCMMF), Sri Kurien was responsible for thecreation and success of the Amul brand of dairy products. Akey achievement at Amul was the invention of milk powderprocessed from buffalo milk (abundant in India), as opposed tothat made from cow-milk, in the then major milk producingnations. His achievements with the Amul dairy led PrimeMinister Sri Lal Bahadur Shastri to appoint him as the founder-chairman of National Dairy Development Board (NDDB) in1965, to replicate Amul's "Anand model" nationwide.  One ofthe greatest proponents of the cooperative movement in theworld, his work has alleviated millions out of poverty not onlyin India but also outside.(c) Dr. Homi Jehangir Bhabha whose contribution to India'snuclear status and industry is unparallel and he is more knownthan any other person. He not only brought India to be one ofthe world's powerful nations but generated a large pool ofIndian scientists and technologists of the highest order. Thenuclear power plants spread over the country and the nucleartests conducted in Pokharan are the testimony to the greatnessof this great man. He was the founding director, and professorof physics at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research.Colloquially known as "father of Indian nuclear programme",Srihttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homi_Bhabha - cite_note-



Published_through_National_Security_Archive_Electronic_Briefing_Book_No._187-

4 Bhabha was the founding director of two well-knownresearch institutions, namely the Tata Institute of FundamentalResearch (TIFR) and the Trombay Atomic EnergyEstablishment (now named after him); both sites were thecornerstone of Indian development of nuclear weapons whichSri Bhabha also supervised as its director. As a result of hisvision, "India has the most technically ambitious andinnovative nuclear energy program in the world. The extentand functionality of its nuclear experimental facilities arematched only by those in Russia and are far ahead of what isleft in the US."(d) Dr. Vikram Sarabhai's contribution cannot be measured innumber of publications. He is the creator of India's SpaceProgramme introducing satellites that have brought revolutionin communication with cell phones in the hands of almostevery alternate Indian, the rockets exploring the far outerspace like chandrayan for the Moon and Mars Orbiter Missionand the nuclear capable missiles for defense. It is worthmentioning that the other scientist with Bharat Ratna Award,Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, the past President of India, is a produceof the institution created by Dr. Vikram Sarabhai. Theestablishment of the Indian Space Research Organization(ISRO) was one of his greatest achievements. He successfullyconvinced the government of the importance of a spaceprogramme for a developing country like India after theRussian Sputnik launch. Sarabhai established many instituteswhich are of international repute. Most notable among themare the Nehru Foundation for Development in Ahmedabad,Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad (IIMA), which isconsidered a world class management institute. Also, he helpedestablish the Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), which isdoing a commendable job in R&D in physics. He also set up the



Center for Environmental Planning and Technology (CEPT).Other well-known institutions established by him include theFaster Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) in Kalpakkam, VariableEnergy Cyclotron Project in Calcutta, Electronics Corporationof India Limited (ECIL) in Hyderabad and Uranium Corporationof India Limited (UCIL) in Jaduguda, Jharkhand(e) The contribution of Dr. Shanti Swaroop Bhatnagar in thedevelopment of all branches of science in India cannot beignored.  Soon after the independence he created the conceptof and established the national laboratories in various parts ofIndia and laid solid foundations for excellence in science. Hewas the first director-general of the Council of Scientific andIndustrial Research (CSIR), and he is revered as the "father ofresearch laboratories". He was also the first Chairman of theUniversity Grants Commission (UGC).(f) The originator of India's overall scientific research policy wasnone other than Dr. Megh Nad Saha who finally became a M.P.and ensured that politicians did not interfere with thedevelopment of scientific research in the country in theformative years.  He is best known for his development of theSaha equation, used to describe chemical and physicalconditions in stars. This equation is one of the basic tools forinterpretation of the spectra of stars in astrophysics. He alsohelped to build several scientific institutions, such as thePhysics Department in Allahabad University and the Instituteof Nuclear Physics in Calcutta. He founded the journal Scienceand Culture and was the editor until his death. He was theleading spirit in organizing several scientific societies, such asthe National Academy of Science (1930), the Indian PhysicalSociety (1934), Indian Institute of Science (1935) and theIndian Association for the Cultivation of Science (1944). Alasting memorial to him is the Saha Institute of Nuclear



Physics, founded in 1943 in Kolkata. He also invented aninstrument to measure the weight and pressure of solar rays(g) Still back in time scale, no one can deny the genius of Prof.Jagdish Chandra Bose who is the discoverer of wireless systemthough he did not get the full credit since India was underforeign rule. He was a polymath, physicist, biologist, botanist,archaeologist, as well as an early writer of science fiction. Hepioneered the investigation of radio and microwave optics,made very significant contributions to plant science, and laidthe foundations of experimental science in the Indiansubcontinent. IEEE named him one of the fathers of radioscience. He is also considered the father of Bengali sciencefiction. He also invented the crescograph. Sri Bose's place inhistory has now been re-evaluated, and he is credited with theinvention of the first wireless detection device and thediscovery of millimetre length electromagnetic waves andconsidered a pioneer in the field of biophysics. Many of hisinstruments are still on display and remain largely usable now,over 100 years later. They include various antennas, polarisers,and waveguides, which remain in use in modern forms today.(h) Prof. S. N. Bose famous for Higgs Boson (God’s Particle)reported in 2012 and famous Bose Einstein Theory is no less agenius. He was an physicist specialising in mathematicalphysics. He is best known for his work on quantum mechanicsin the early 1920s, providing the foundation for Bose–Einsteinstatistics and the theory of the Bose–Einstein condensate. AFellow of the Royal Society, the class of particles that obeyBose–Einstein statistics, bosons, was named after him by SriPaul Dirac7. That the Petitioners state that Dr CNR Rao cannot be, in any way,rated superior to any of the aforesaid scientists neither on theirscientific researches nor on their role in country's scientific



progress. In fact, even the citation of Dr Rao stated above does notmention any of his specific scientific endeavours andachievements or his scientific works but talks only of his 1400research papers, which is next to impossible, and definitely proneof deep suspicion, as shall be explained in subsequent Paras. Thiscitation has no reference to any individual or personal scientificendeavour of Dr Rao, making it amply clear that possibly there arenone that could be mentioned, unlike that of each of the abovementioned scientists.8. That hence the first question that arises is how have therespondents ignored the above-mentioned names and how couldthey select the same of Dr CNR Rao, after ignoring the othermentioned names, for this highest award of India?9. That so far only two more scientists Sri CV Raman and Sri APJAbdul Kalam have been awarded the Bharat ratna. The caliber,work, contribution, greatness, response, legacy and impact of eachof the above scientists, Sri Jagdish Bose, Sri S N Bose, Sri VikramSarabhai, Sri Homi Bhabha, Sri Meghnad Saha etc, each of them atrue genius and truly world-renowned scientists, having come upwith ultimate works in their respective fields, is definitely abovethat of Dr CNR Rao. Hence, the first and foremost question is-“How could the respondents choose Dr Rao above all the namesmentioned above?”10. That since it is the respondent No 2 who makes therecommendations in his personal capacity and respondent No 1who finally accepts it and makes the award and since this is thehighest award of India, hence the respondents cannot give it toany one all and sundry.11. That though bestowing Bharat Ratna is the discretion of therespondents but it is now well established by the Hon’bleSupreme Court that no discretion can be arbitrary and vague butit has to be based on sound reason and objectiveness.



12. That it is also well-established now, through a catena ofjudgements that any arbitrary act or any such act which cannot beexplained is wrong and is liable to be quashed after appropriatejudicial scrutiny, to which every administrative act, including thebestowing of Bharat Ratna, is liable.13. That since every administrative decision, including thebestowing of Bharat ratna is subject to judicial scrutiny andcannot be arbitrary, improper and without rational/logic, hencethe matter is being presented before this Hon’ble Court forjudicial scrutiny.14. That the first point being presented by the petitioners isthat in the light of all the above facts, Dr CNR Rao’s contribution toscience comes as being definitely much inferior to the above greatscientists and hence awarding him Bharat ratna instead of theabove-mentioned doyens of science in India is definitely aninappropriate act, an arbitrary act, an act which is devoid of merit,an act which is incorrect, which cannot be explained and hence itneeds to be immediately quashed.15. That even a logic that many of these scientists are alreadydead and gone does not hold much water because there areenough number of instances where persons have been bestowedthis award after their death. Till 1966 only living persons weregiven these awards till it was given posthumously to Sri LalBahadur Shastri in 1966, almost immediately after his death. ThenSri Kumaraswami Kamraj (1976) and Sri Acharya Vinobha Bhave(1983) were also awarded Bharat Ratna, almost immediately aftertheir deaths, as was Sri M G Ramchandran in 1988. It was in 1990that a person having died some 34 years ago was granted BharatRatna, in case of Sri B R Ambedkar who died in the tear 1956.Soon thereafter in 1991, Sri Vallabh Bhai Patel and in 1992 SriMaulana Abul Kalam Azad were granted Bharat Ratna while SriPatel had died as early as in 1950 and Sri Azad in 1958. Again Sri



Jaya Prakash Narayan was granted Bharat ratna in 1999 exactly20 years after his death in 1979.16. That what the above facts present is that now for the pastfew years a definite policy has begun of assessing thecontributions of persons who have been dead long ago and togrant them Bharat Ratna much later after their death and henceall or any of the scientists mentioned above, having definitelymuch superior scientific achievements than Dr Rao are verystrong claimants for the award of Bharat ratna and their namescould not have been ignored to give preference to a person whosescientific achievements, as far as the records state, come as beingmuch inferior to that of the above named truly great scientists ofIndia.17. That the second point to be noted here is the number ofresearch articles published by Sri Rao. Publication of 1400 papersis possible only in India where a feudalist culture still exists inscience and the works of the students is lapped by the Guideand/or the Head of the Department or that of the Institution etc.Thus often the research paper is published with a minimum of 3authors, student, the guide and the professor. As time passes, theacademic person moves-up further and at this juncture every newstudent wants to be guided by him or to have his name in theresearch paper as the student can have easy access to all thefacilities and his status is privileged. Thus a situation has emergedwhere the concerned person on top of scientific institutions actsmore like a banyan tree and his name appears in all publicationseven if he has not met the student, neither read  even the title ofthe paper much less the science it contains. In many researchinstitutions it is a practice (though a sad one) that before amanuscript is sent of publication, it has to be officially cleared/approved by the institutional final authority, mostly the Directorof the institute. The manuscript is easily and quickly cleared if thename of the authority also appears as a co-author in the



manuscript. Normally, the student is the first author followed bythe collaborating students, then the guide and the last is the Headof the team/ Department/ institute. In many cases in India, this isthe secret of large number of publications. They are the co-authors, but they have not even read the text of the paper whichthey include in the list of their publications. The result issometimes calamitous. This is certainly most unethical thing tohappen in scientific research.18. That 1400 research papers by Sri Rao clearly seems to comeunder this category because 1400 research papers is not anumber than can be achieved in any other manner. Even if onetakes a scientific life of 50 years for Dr Rao, what it means is thathe produced roughly 30 papers every year, all too consistently.This makes it almost 2-2.5 papers every month, that is oneresearch paper getting finished in around 15 days.19. That it is well-known and widely accepted that any serious andtruthful research paper needs at least a few months. If a trulyworthy and impact-making research paper with newer ideas, newfacts and contributing something new to the world is to beproduced, it will need at least a year or two.  That is the reasonwhy a P Hd student is allowed a minimum of two years forpresenting his P Hd thesis. The petitioners’ father Sri AmitabhThakur is pursuing his Fellow program in management from IIMLucknow where he has to undertake his fellowship in a minimumof 4 years which needs him to produce research 3 papers.Ordinarily it is expected that a P Hd in a University will takearound 3 years.20. That in such circumstances, it can be easily understood that whenordinarily a research scholar is taking 2-3 years for one or tworesearch papers, no person can actually and truthfully produceresearch papers every 15 days.



21. That the above facts make it amply clear and make it obvious thatsuch a large number of research papers can be produced only ifthey are being written by others and one of the persons is onlygiving his name to the research paper, so that his name appearsevery 15 days in some research paper.22. That this fact is so obvious and so mathematically clear that itneeds no further clarification and elucidation that 1400 actual andtruthfully done research papers is not possible.23. That if one considers the fact that the Dr Rao has been Director ofsome academic institution, member of some government scientificcommittee, Vice Chancellor and has been holding other non-academic administrative positions most of the time in his career,it becomes all the more apparent that such a large number ofresearch papers could never have been truthful and reallyqualitative in nature but would have been the result of other’slabour and works, with only the name of Dr Rao put on theresearch paper, to make it weighty and more high-sounding.24. That in all such situations where a person does not actually lookat the paper, does not work on it and only gives his name, later oncontroversies and unsavoury incidents are bound to erupt, ashappened in the case of Dr Rao where while previously, with lackof effective mechanism, issues of plagiarism remained hidden butafter development of appropriate soft-wares, many such instanceshave come to light.25. That hence still more serious aspect of the aforesaid practice isplagiarism. As explained above, the student is normally undergreat pressure time-wise and financially to complete the Thesis.He/she has to finish the Thesis and write the papers hurriedly ashis scholarship may run-out. The manuscripts are written by thenovice students who resort to picking up sentences andparagraphs from papers of other scientists published earlierwithout realizing that it may amount to plagiarism which is illegal



and unethical. In earlier times it was difficult to detect plagiarism.But in recent times soft-ware programmes have become availableto detect plagiarism and most of the journals first scrutinizemanuscripts for plagiarism before accepting for publication.26. That Plagiarism is the "wrongful appropriation" and "purloiningand publication" of another author's "language, thoughts, ideas, orexpressions," and the representation of them as one's ownoriginal work. Plagiarism is considered academic dishonesty and abreach of ethics. It is subject to sanctions like expulsion.Plagiarism is not a crime per se but in academia and industry it isa serious ethical offense, and cases of plagiarism can constitutecopyright infringement27. That within academia, plagiarism by students, professors, orresearchers is considered academic dishonesty or academic fraud,and offenders are subject to academic censure, up to andincluding expulsion. Many institutions use plagiarism detectionsoftware to uncover potential plagiarism and to deter studentsfrom plagiarizing. For professors and researchers, plagiarism ispunished by sanctions ranging from suspension to termination,along with the loss of credibility and perceived integrity Chargesof plagiarism against students and professors are typically heardby internal disciplinary committees, by which students andprofessors have agreed to be bound28. That Plagiarism is defined in multiple ways in higher educationinstitutions and universities. For example among the generallyaccepted best universities of the world, Stanford University seesplagiarism as the "use, without giving reasonable and appropriatecredit to or acknowledging the author or source, of anotherperson's original work, whether such work is made up of code,formulas, ideas, language, research, strategies, writing or otherform”, Yale University views plagiarism as the "...use of another'swork, words, or ideas without attribution," which includes



"...using a source's language without quoting, using informationfrom a source without attribution, and paraphrasing a source in aform that stays too close to the original”, Princeton perceivesplagiarism as the "deliberate" use of "someone else's language,ideas, or other original (not common-knowledge) materialwithout acknowledging its source”, Oxford Universitycharacterizes plagiarism as the use of "a writer's ideas orphraseology without giving due credit” while Brown Universitydefines plagiarism as "...appropriating another person's ideas orwords (spoken or written) without attributing those word orideas to their true source."29. That the Petitioners humbly state that the Bharat Ratna Dr. CNRRao has not only been accused of plagiarism, he has also acceptedthese accusations.30. That the copy of the formal Apology dated 29/11/2011 made byDr Rao in one instance reads as such –“Infrared PhotodetectorsBased on Reduced Graphene Oxide and Graphene Nanoribbons;Basant Chitara, L. S. Panchakarla, S. B. Krupanidhi,* and C. N. R.Rao* Adv. Mater. 2011, 23, 5419–5424  DOI:10.1002/adma.201101414- “The corresponding authors regretthe reproduction of text from an article that appeared in AppliedPhysics Letters (S. Ghosh, B. K. Sarker, A. Chunder, Lei Zhai, S. I.Khondaker, Appl. Phys. Lett. 2010, 96, 163109) in their paper. Thecorresponding authors sincerely apologize to the readers,reviewers, and editors for this oversight and for anymiscommunication”.31. That in India a short report from PTI exposed this plagiarismcommitted by the team led by Dr CNR Rao. The report titled “Noplagiarism, student copied a few sentences: C N R Rao” dated23/02/2013 said- “Rejecting charges of plagiarism in a paper co-authored by him, prominent scientist C N R Rao today said it wasan instance of ''copying'' of a few sentences of text. "This should



not be really considered as plagiarism, but an instance of copyingof a few sentences in the text," Rao, Scientific Advisor to the PrimeMinister, said. Editorial office of Advanced Materials, whichpublished the paper 'Infrared Photo-detectors Based on ReducedGraphene Oxide and Graphene Nanoribbons' on July 22, 2011, hassought clarifications about "possible overlaps" between it and apaper published in Applied Physics Letters in April 2010. BesidesRao, the paper has been authored by Indian Institute of Sciencestudent Basant Chitara, L S Panchakarla of Jawaharlal NehruCentre for Advanced Scientific Research and IISc Professor S BKrupanidhi. The clarification was sought by Advanced Materials ina July 28, 2011 letter to Rao and Prof Krupanidhi. Objecting to theuse of the word "plagiarism", Rao said the "copying" took place"because of Chitara". The student had apologised for copying thesentences, Rao told PTI. He said the apology was sent long agosoon after the paper was on the Internet but the Editor decided topublish the paper since the scientific content was good. Chitarahad copied one sentence about the advantage of using solutionprocessed material and another on description of a well-knownequation from the literature, he said. "I myself had written to theEditor that it was best to withdraw the paper," Rao said. He saidthe paper was written by Prof Krupanidhi and he did not gothrough it and had no control on the issue. "I did not directlyproduce the manuscript which I normally do... The paper seemedperfectly alright except that later we found that in theintroduction and in the description of an equation, a fewsentences had been taken from a paper published already," headded.”32. That it was followed by another detailed article by Sri R Prasad inThe Hindu dated 09/03/2012 titled “More instances of plagiarismcome to light”. It said-“Three more instances of plagiarismcommitted by C.N.R. Rao, eminent scientist and Scientific Adviserto the Prime Minister, and S.B. Krupanidhi, senior professor at the



Indian Institute of Science (IISc) in Bangalore, have come to light.Professor Krupanidhi's student Basant Chitara at the IISc is thefirst author of two papers. Nearly one-third of the introductionsection of a paper published by these authors and another studentin the December 2011 issue of the Journal of Luminescence hasbeen plagiarised. The 20 unattributed lines have been liftedalmost verbatim from two papers published in the June 2009issue of Nanotechnology and January 2006 issue of AdvancedMaterials. G. Itskos from the Department of Physics, University ofCyprus, is the first author of the paper in the Nanotechnology, andGeorge Heliotis from the Imperial College, London, is the firstauthor of the paper in the Advanced Materials.  Quite surprisingly,these two authors are unaware of the research misconduct by theIndian authors. Similarly, a paper published in 2009 inNanotechnology, with Chitara as the first author and the twosenior researchers and another student as co-authors, has nearlysix lines in the introduction taken almost verbatim withoutattribution from a 1995 paper by Z.C. Huang et al., in the AppliedPhysics Letters journal.  It also contains a few lines taken from a2005 book by Peter Y. Yu and Manuel Cardona (“Fundamentals ofsemiconductors: Physics and materials properties”). Anotherpaper published in 2010 in the Applied Physics Express suffersfrom the same kind of transgression. The first author here is S.Venkataprasad Bhat from the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre forAdvanced Scientific Research in Bangalore and the two seniorscientists are the co-authors. Seven lines in the very beginning ofthe introduction have been plagiarised from a 2008 paper by P.Matheu et al., published in the Applied Physics Letters. Thesedisclosures in a blog by an anonymous person come close on theheels of a PTI report about two weeks ago of plagiarismcommitted by these researchers. The PTI report was about theplagiarised lines in a July 2011 paper published in AdvancedMaterials. The 12 lines were lifted almost verbatim from the April



22, 2010 paper of Surajit Ghosh et al., in the Applied PhysicsLetters. “We go through checks several times. However, the exactlines [that] appear in the introduction may not be detected bysenior authors. Senior authors mainly focus on experimentalresults, analysis and interpretation of results,” ProfessorKrupanidhi replied through email to questions raised by TheHindu on how and why the senior researchers failed to identifythe infraction. Though his e-mail response was restricted to thespecific instance of transgression found in the Journal ofLuminescence paper, it is holds good in the case of other paperswhere research misconduct has been spotted. Ever since the firsttransgression by the authors came to light, the crucial question onwho is to be held responsible for the infraction has been widelydebated.  The confusion came about as the senior researcherspointed out that it was Chitara who wrote the paper.  On the otherhand, the apology published in Advanced Materials states that“the corresponding authors regret the production of text… Thecorresponding authors sincerely apologise to the readers…” Sowho is to be held responsible for the research misconduct in allthe papers — the person who wrote it, or the senior-most author,or the corresponding author or all the authors?  “Strictly speaking,responsibility lies with everybody. However, when sharing thework in preparing the paper, the student should do the first draft,as it is part of training,” noted Professor Krupanidhi.  Regardingthe apology published in the journal, he clarified to The Hinduover the phone that the corresponding authors, who communicatewith the journal, have apologised to readers on behalf of all theauthors. Since nearly one-third of the introduction in the Journalof Luminescence paper has been plagiarised, can the scale ofresearch misconduct be considered as serious?  “Though it isregrettable, the lines appeared only in the introduction and doesnot relate to the actual work done by us,” Professor Krupanidhisaid.  According to him “the research ideas and results are totally



original and [the paper was] published purely based on technicalmerit.”33. That a few of the comments to this article are noteworthy. One SriPrashant says-“These are some very irresponsible statementsmade by Prof. Krupanidhi and otherso-called 'senior researchers'. They are simply blaming a doctoralstudent for all the misconduct and claiming all the merits of thepaper for themselves. If Prof. Krupanidhi and Prof. Rao claim notto know much about the specificationsof this particular paper, their name should not be in the coauthorslist in the first place. This is a standard malpractice of Indianscientists that they insist on their name being added to the list ofco-authors in all the papers emerging from a lab,irrespective of whether or not they have contributed in thatparticular research” while Sri Adima says-“I do agree withPrashant. Moreover, in almost all the prestigious Institutes ofIndia, so called big shots are busy in academic related politics, butthey force the students to put their names to pose that they arestill active in academics. Profs. like Rao and Krupanidhi are onlygot caught. More interestingly these persons are decision makers.Indian academic world no way less corrupt than our Indianpoliticians as these politicians choose the Directors/ViceChancellors so and so forth”.34. That “No science in 'cut and paste', another article in The Hindudated 10/03/2013 by Sri Rahul Siddharthan from the Institute ofMathematical Sciences, Chennai says-“There is an urgent need foran institutional mechanism to deal with plagiarism and otherviolations of academic ethics.” It adds-“It was widely reported inmid-February that an apology had appeared in the December2011 issue of the journal Advanced Materials, by the authors of apaper that had been published in that journal in June 2011, forincorporating verbatim text from an earlier paper by a differentset of authors. The newsworthiness of this arose from the identity



of the last author: C.N.R. Rao, former director of the IndianInstitute of Science, Bangalore, founder of the Jawaharlal NehruCentre for Advanced Scientific Research, Bangalore, fellow of theRoyal Society (U.K.), scientific adviser to the Prime Minister ofIndia, and one of the most celebrated living Indian scientists.” Itadds-“Unfortunately, the senior authors (Rao, who was the lastauthor, and S.B. Krupanidhi of IISc, Bangalore) did three otherthings. They both publicly blamed the first author, a graduatestudent of Krupanidhi. They both denied that it was plagiarism.And Rao declared that he had had little personal involvement withthis paper. Suddenly, many topics discussed at the ethics meetingappeared starkly relevant.”35. That the article further says-“It was observed by many speakersthat students have a limited understanding of what plagiarism is;and the Indian educational system, which encourages rotelearning and verbatim reproduction of answers from memory,was squarely blamed. Rao and Krupanidhi, by denying thatplagiarism occurred, have demonstrated that the understandingof senior scientists is not much better. Plagiarism in theintroduction is better than plagiarism of the results, but it isplagiarism nonetheless. It is disheartening to see a scientist ofRao's eminence claiming that a verbatim cut and paste is notplagiarism. But, on the bright side, one speaker (T.A. Abinandananof IISc, Bangalore) noted that, since automatic plagiarism-detection software became widespread, about four years ago, thenumber of retracted papers from India (as reported by thePubMed database) has plummeted: most such cases are nowcaught by journals at the pre-publication stage. But cut and pasteplagiarism is only the simplest kind. What if a researcher borrowsthe essential ideas from a previously published paper, re-expresses them in new languages, and fails to cite the original?Here, in my opinion, Rao's paper is in a grey zone. The paper thatthey plagiarised the introduction from deals with a very similar



material (graphene thin films; Rao et al. also considernanoribbons); measures similar physical properties(photocurrent, electrical transport properties, time response)using similar techiques (infrared laser); and even contains similargraphs. Rao and his colleagues were undoubtedly aware of theprevious paper, since they plagiarised from it; yet they cite it onlyonce, briefly and without discussion, in the introduction. Not onlydo they fail to compare their results with a very relevant priorpublication: they nowhere even hint to the reader that such workexists. Rao's response to journalists, essentially passing the buckto Krupanidhi and his student, also raises questions ofappropriate authorship. There is a widespread convention in theexperimental sciences that the student who does the hard work isthe first author; the student's adviser, who plans and conceivesthe experiment, is the last author; and anyone else whocontributes appears in the middle of the author list. In this case,by Rao's own account, the work was primarily that of Krupanidhiand his student: yet Rao is the last author (which is usually thecase in Rao's papers). To claim “senior authorship” and thendisclaim the paper in this manner is rather unsatisfactory. Thoughmedia attention has focused on just one paper (for which anapology was published), an anonymous commenter on my bloghas given four other examples of papers authored by Rao thatcontain plagiarised text; none of these have, I believe, beenapologised for. One paper, published in Applied Physics Express in2010, is notable in that it does not include the aforementionedstudent as an author; the three authors are Rao's own student,Krupanidhi, and Rao. It lifts the first part of its abstract, much ofits introductory paragraph, and some text elsewhere, from a 2008paper by Matheu et al., published in Applied Physics Letters. Bothpapers deal with scattering from gold nanoparticles in siliconphotovoltaic devices (in addition, Matheu et al. consider dielectricsilica nanoparticles, while the Rao paper considers metallic ReO



nanoparticles); the figures in both papers deal with I-Vcharacteristics and photocurrent response. And, on this occasion,Rao and co-authors make no reference at all to the paper theyplagiarised from.”36. That the article says-“So the Advanced Materials paper cannot bedismissed as a one-time incident, and it seems inappropriate toblame it entirely on one student. This does not, of course,invalidate the work that Rao has earned respect for over thedecades. Rao is a prolific scientist — he has over 1,500 publishedpapers, an unthinkable number for most scientists. Fivequestionable papers may seem a small number in comparison, butthey should not be ignored. A scientist of Rao's stature needs toask himself some hard questions, and then share his answers withthe scientific community.”37. That some very pertinent responses came to this Article. One bySri Krishna dated 14/03/2012 says-“I won't be surprised ifProf.CNRao's students, linkers, and networkers whervever theyare will do the fire-fighting. Ask any "true" scientist how manypapers one can possibly publish in a year. The average maybeMinimum five and maximum ten (even with colloboration). It isnot humanly possible to publish 1500 papers without doing sometricks. In Indian science every field has a feudal LORD but CNRRao is LORD of Lords. Many will get Ph.D in bibiliometrics if theyanalyse authorship patterns and their affliation/link with CNR inall his publications. Look at Directors of IISER (DO Only chemistrypeople carry out science in India?) which is one of the brainchildof CNR.” Another by Sri V.S.Srinivasan dated 11/03/2012 says-“Only in India the authors pride themselves in publishinghundreds of articles. How many are originals ? At least CNR Raomust know this. This is a very bold article and the author has thecourage to challenge Rao whose attitude to step on others is wellknown. Probably memory fades as one is past 60.”



38. That another comment by Sri Amit Kumar S dated 11/03/2012says-“I just wish to add the following, which should be read withthe  comments from "alp" that, Prof. CNR Rao had resigned fromthe  Superconductivity Project after spending about 20 croresIndian tax prayers' money, as reported in front page by IndianExpress  (Bangalore issue) in mid nineties. Obviously, no bodyknows what extraordinary advancement was achieved from theproject.”39. That one Sri Alp says-“I am from IISc, when CNR Rao was thedirector. This kind of taking authorship from almost entireSSCU/MRL department as if, he is the main idea contributor andrest of the professors does not have original idea has been goingon for several years. What has come out is only the tip of aniceberg. There is an avalanche of irreproducible results basedpapers he published especially in the area of superconductivity.All, it requires for some one to test the papers he has publishedand people will find the truth.”40. That when this matter has come in public realm in 2012, one SriDileep D’Souza had written an article titled- “Shame on you, CNRRao” which said-“The latest example to hit the news has nothingto do with cricket. It's from a paper co-authored by the eminentscientist CNR Rao. There's plenty of coverage in the press, andcomment elsewhere by far more informed folks than me, so Iwon't try to duplicate it. (For example, see Abi's two posts TheRao Row and Prof Rao responds, and Rahul's three posts on hisblog). I'm only writing this to vent some steam: I'm just appalledby CNR Rao's reaction to this episode. If he had said nothing, itwould have blown over as a relatively minor transgression thateven the journal concerned was essentially willing to overlook.But instead, Rao chose to speak to PTI about it. And he says, firstof all: "This should not be really considered as plagiarism, but aninstance of copying of a few sentences in the text."Just what doesthat mean? In my dictionary, the word is defined as "the practice



of taking someone else's work or ideas and passing them off asone's own." How does copying of a few sentences from anotherpaper evade this description? But if CNR did not quite coverhimself with glory with that remark, he digs himself further in themire with these:"I myself had written to the Editor that it was bestto withdraw the paper … I did not directly produce themanuscript which I normally do." CNR is implying here that hedidn't read the paper that carries his name on it (first), and thatwhen he apparently did read it, he himself thought it wasn'tworthy of publication. Both of which reflect extremely poorly onan eminent scientist. But CNR sinks below mire, and intodespicability, with one final remark. The "copying", he said,happened "because of X" (X being the student whose nameappears on the paper). Instead of having the courage and decencyto take the blame himself, CNR chooses to blame, by name, thestudent: thus likely leaving a permanent black mark on a youngscientist's career. Shame on you, CNR Rao. I can only hope you arethe exception in Indian science, not the rule.”41. That the issues raised above are extremely serious, particularly inthe light of the concept of plagiarism and the fact that while SriRao has already accepted and apologized for one particular act ofplagiarism (though not formally acknowledging it in so manywords and trying to wrongly put the blame on the junior authors,instead of being truthful and sharing the lapse and/or connivancein equal measures) as regards “Infrared Photodetectors” article inAdvance Materials journal,  the issues related with other cases ofalleged plagiarism (along with definite and concrete proof) asraised by Sri R Prasad in “More instances of plagiarism come tolight about nearly one-third of the introduction section of a paperpublished by him and others in the December 2011 issue of theJournal of Luminescence with 20 unattributed lines lifted almostverbatim from two papers published in the June 2009 issue ofNanotechnology and January 2006 issue of Advanced Materials,  a



paper published in 2009 in Nanotechnology, by him and others,with nearly six lines in the introduction taken almost verbatimwithout attribution from a 1995 paper by Z.C. Huang et al., in theApplied Physics Letters journal and a few lines taken from a 2005book by Peter Y. Yu and Manuel Cardona (“Fundamentals ofsemiconductors: Physics and materials properties”), anotherpaper published in 2010 in the Applied Physics Express by himand others having seven lines in the very beginning of theintroduction plagiarised from a 2008 paper by P. Matheu et al.,published in the Applied Physics Letters remain completelyunanswered.42. That thus while on the one hand there is an apology and a strangeand condemnable effort on the part of Sri Rao to discredit hisjunior coauthors so as to shift the burden of blame if any, on hisjunior coauthors, when plagiarism was found, many otherinstances still remain unanswered and examined.43. That these are only a handful of such research papers which havealready come to light and as explained above, it is only the adventof newer and effective softwares that is assisting in actuallyfinding out instances of plagiarism, if all the work of Dr Rao isactually critically evaluated, their large number (1400 articles)would possibly make it a much larger number of articles basedactually on plagiarism.44. That the Petitioners state that by presenting the aforesaidnarration, the Petitioners by no means intend to harm or injurethe feelings of Dr Rao and/or that of the students, colleagues andadmirers of Dr Rao. The Petitioners do not intend to insult Dr. Raoin any way and are tendering an unqualified public apology inadvance before this Hon'ble Court if they are misunderstoodotherwise. The Petitioners' only intention is to bring to theattention of this Hon'ble Court that there are and have been manydoyens of science in India with unblemished reputation who have



done yeoman service to the nation as exemplified brieflyhereinabove but they have been blatantly ignored by theRespondents while nominating Dr Rao for the highest civil awardof our country - the Bharat Ratna-2013, which seems to have beenthe result of his being the Head of the Scientific Advisory Councilto the current Prime Minister of India since 2009.45. That this is not the first post close to proximity in power that SriRao is holding. As per his own Bio-data as Advisor to the PM, hehas previously been-“Chairman, National Nano Initiative,Government of India, Member, Atomic Energy Commission ofIndia, Chairman, Indo-Japan Science Council, Chairman, Indo-Brazil Science Council, Chairman, Indo-Russia Long-termProgramme in Science & Technology, Chairman, StandingCommittee of the Council of Indian Institutes of Technology (IIT)and Indian Institutes of Science Education and Research (IISER),Member, Council of Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,Mumbai, Chairman, Scientific Advisory Committee to the UnionCabinet, Chairman, Science Advisory Council to the Prime Ministerof India (1985-89), Chancellor, North-Eastern Hill University,Shillong, Chancellor, Assam University, Chairman, Advisory Board,Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (India), Member,University Grants Commission, India, Member, PlanningCommission, Government of India, Chairman, Chemical ResearchCommittee, Council of Scientific and Industrial Research,Chairman, Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Committee,Department of Atomic Energy, Member, Board of Directors, IndianPetrochemicals Corporation Limited, Chairman (Honorary), Boardof Directors, Hindustan Insecticides Limited (a Public sectorundertaking), Member, National Committee on Science &Technology and later Science Advisory Committee to the Cabinet,Member, Science and Engineering Research Council, Governmentof India, Member, Executive Committee, Committee on Data for



Science and Technology (ICSU) and Director, Reserve Bank ofIndia.”46. That all these posts and positions are those close to authority andpower and have less to do with scientific achievements, whichalso stated that in these periods, due to extremely heavyadministrative responsibilities, Dr Rao’s scientific contributionshould definitely have been affected but it does not happen andhis research works go on coming unabated because of the reasonsexplained above.47. That in fact his own web-page as Scientific Advisor has noindividual scientific achievement of his to present exceptinnumerable positions he has held in Universities, Governmentand its organization and so on. Hence Petitioners state that theRespondents have nominated Dr Rao for this prestigious awardnot for his scientific achievements but for his proximity to powerand authority.48. That as mentioned hereinabove the Prime Minister having theabsolute power to recommend, seems to have clearly erred whilemaking this recommendation in the name of a scientist who hasabnormally large number of physically impossible “1400 researchpapers” to his credit and has not only been accused of plagiarismbut has also accepted this fact before the concerned magazine.49. That it is in this frame of reference, this PIL assumes greaterimportance since the recognition of Bharat Ratna is a matterassociated with ultimate service to the Nation, not to any politicalideology and the matter is associated with the entire Nation.50. That in this connection it is highly relevant to mention theobservations of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in BalajiRaghavan/S.P.Anand (supra) that said – “32. It has beencontended before us that over the years, the purpose for whichthese awards were instituted has been diluted and they are



granted liberally to persons who are undeserving of them. Theperversion of the system was the motivating factor behind the Billintroduced in Parliament by Acharya Kripalani to abolish thesedecorations” and that-“ The existing procedure for selection ofcandidates is wholly vague and is open to abuse at the whims andfancies of the persons in authority. Conferment of Padma awardswithout any firm guidelines and fool-proof method of selection isbound to breed nepotism, favoritism, patronage and evencorruption” and that- “Though the Padma awards are not titlesbut in case these awards are given at the whims of the authorities- without there being proper criteria and method of selection -they are bound to do more harm to the society than the title-seekers did during the British regime”51. That as explained earlier, since the act of rewarding Bharat Ratnais an administrative act of the respondents, hence it is liable tojudicial scrutiny particularly in the light of the above-mentionedfacts which are not vague allegations or assertion but are verydefinite and specific in nature, because it is well settled law thatevery administrative act is liable to judicial scrutiny to see that itis not arbitrary and hence violative of Article 14.52. That hence the petitioners approaches this Hon’ble Court becausein the prevailing circumstances, the petitioners are left with noother option than to approach the Hon’ble Court with this WritPetition to ask for certain prayers because of the reasons beingstated among the Grounds as enumerated below.53. That the petitioner’s photograph and Identity proof in the form ofPassport has been enclosed along with.GROUNDS(1) Because the current system of choosing the awardees for theBharat Ratna is extremely wide, imprecise, amenable to misuse bythe designated authority and is unsatisfactory for the important



objective that it seeks to achieve, which seems to have beenimproperly used in case of Dr CNR Rao once again(2) Because the current system of choosing the awardees for theBharat Ratna has the potential to lead to  allegations, counter-allegations, incongruities, incoherency, confusions andcontroversies as is the case of Dr CNR Rao(3) Because even the Hon’ble Supreme Court in Balaji Raghavan & S.P.Anand (supra) has expressed its serious concern over the matterof national civilian awards(4) Because as explained above, Dr. CNR Rao does not seem to be thebest among the other past and current contemporaries to deservethese awards who have been much greater achievers in scienceand contributors to scientific development of the nation.(5) Because the field of science in which Dr CNR Rao has beenworking has not brought any national laurels.(6) Because there are many allegations against Rao of unethicalpractices and plagiarism as reported in scientific literature,Newspapers and social media. This has put the Nation to greatshame and would also discourage the younger generation andsend them wrong signal against taking science as a career.(7) Because 1400 research papers of any quality are not possible, asexplained in the PIL.
PRAYERSThe Petitioners humbly pray in Public Interest that:(a)this Hon'ble Court be pleased to issue a writ of certiorari ormandamus or any other appropriate writ, order or directionunder Article 226 of the Constitution of India to therespondents, calling for all the records, papers, proceedingsand other relevant documents from the Respondents relatingto the recommendation of the award of Bharat Ratna to Dr CNRRao (respondent No 3) from the office of the Hon’ble Prime



Minister or elsewhere and after perusing the same theimpugned notification be quashed;(b) for any such and other reliefs that this Hon'ble Court maydeem fit and proper in the circumstances;
Lucknow (Tanaya Thakur)Dated- 03/12/2013 Petitioner in Person# 94155-34525In the Hon’ble High Court of Judicature at Allahabad, Lucknow Bench,LucknowWrit petition No- of 2013 (M/B- Civil)(PIL)
Tanaya Thakur and another PetitionersVersusUnion of India and others Respondents

AFFIDAVITI, Tanaya Thakur, aged above 18 years, d/o Sri Amitabh Thakur r/o5/426, Viram Khand, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow, religion Hinduism,education- L Lb student, profession- Law student, the deponent, dohereby solemnly affirm and state on oath as under-1. That the deponent is the petitioner No 1 in the above notedpetition and as such she is fully conversant with the facts andcircumstances of the case, deposed to hereunder. She also stateson oath that she is filing this Affidavit on behalf of Petitioner No 2,



Sri Aditya Thakur, as well, who has been permitted by her naturalguardian, Dr Nutan Thakur, the petitioners’ mother, to file thisPIL.2. That the contents of the paragraphs 1of the Writ petition are true to my personal knowledge,based on documents and records and are believed to be true or are based on legaladvice.3. That the Annexure No NONE is the true copy of the original.
Place Lucknow (Tanaya Thakur)Date-     03/12/2013 DeponentVERIFICATIONI, the deponent above named, do hereby verify that the contents ofparagraphs 1 to 3 above this Affidavit are true and correct to myknowledge. No part of it is false and nothing material has beenconcealed. So, help me God
Signed and verified this the day of 2013at Lucknow DeponentIdentificationI identify the deponent, on the basis of records produced before me,who has signed before me. Advocate
Solemnly affirmed me on at am/pm bythe deponent Tanaya Thakur, who has been identified by Sriclerk to Sri, Advocate, high court, Lucknow Bench, Lucknow



I have satisfied myself by examining the deponent that she understandsthe contents of this Affidavit which have been read over and explainedto him by me Oath Commissioner


